Happenings at Kajang Shooting Range
Date: 5 October 2015
Run No: 3749
Hare: Soh Bee
Co-Hares: Dexon; Tony Maido San; Chew LC; Soong
Guests: CCB; Tight Arse; Several Korean Gentlemen
Runners: about 70-80
FROPS: Monkey at 7.40 and then Ah Kah; Ah Meng; SuperOldMan;
Lim Kin Hai and Bandaraya
Distance: 12-13km; Checks: 5
The Run
The haze had lifted a little for Soh Bee’s run, but it was still unhealthily
bad. At the run site I just caught a glimpse of the 4.30 gang going in as I
drove gingerly down the broken tarmac. On Cash Russell had already set
up camp and thankfully staked his claim for the beer truck and circle.
I asked why Ah Bee was now known as Soh Bee and learned that Soh was
the Chinese equivalent of Gila as in Gila Kong – ‘Crazy’. And several
members mentioned that he’d gone feral when it came to setting runs. It
didn’t bode well for tonight.
A goodly crowd was gathering at the run site and the usual bad traffic
hadn’t stopped most, except Billabong, from arriving on time. At the call
of On On the On Sec made a good pace on the usual trail under the
highway. The first check was short and lay just the other side of the
tunnel, which given the haze, the On Sec was very pleased about. The
pack gathered as Mountain Goat, Kenny and others went checking. Bull
was already quite far on the old trail to the right and waved ‘no paper’ so
it had to be either forward or up the hill. And up the hill it was.
At the top, the pack separated into walkers and runners with a sizeable
portion of the former bunching together. Perhaps they knew something.
From here the run went into a huge figure of eight; a risky attempt that
clearly justifies the ‘Soh’ as in Soh Bee. The third check caused huge
problems for the 4.30 gang who, according to Robb, took ages to break.
At about 7.15 the walkers started to make it back to the run site, with no
sign of the Hares. Mutterings of ‘Sure …… up run’ made their way around
as people showered. Then, at 7.25pm a small pack of very tired looking

Hares made their way through to the beer wagon. Soh Bee explained his
wild figure eight theory and explained that they had to wait at one
junction for the runners to go through before they could lay paper on the
next part of the trail. When asked how long he replied about 11km and
then added ‘plus’, and after a further few seconds’ pause added ‘plus
plus’, followed by “Okay lah, fine run never mind”
However, at exactly 7.40pm Monkey came loping along the road as if on a
gentle stroll and even took the long way into where the cars were parked.
He stated ‘good run’ and then fell into a deep conversation with the
gathering Hares. It took a fairly long 4 minutes before the usual crowd of
Ah Kah, SuperOldMan, Ah Meng etc came into view with the 4.30 gang
also coming in in dribs and drabs. Robb had 15km + on his GPS.
As the runners came in so did the ‘Good run’ comments although for
some of the back runners it was ‘A bit too long lah’. Nevertheless the
checks were very good as they kept the pack together. This resulted in
the majority of the pack being in by 8.10, and the last runner, Billabong,
who went in late, out by 8.30pm. So (h), a crazy run by a not so crazy
member after all.
The Circle
The circle started much later this week and the Guinness bar opened at
about 8.30pm with the usual line forming. The beer disappeared so
quickly that Ramlee had a sweat on and needed a breather. On Sec will
have to have a look at this and perhaps consider an extra case of the
black stuff in future. The Butler for the evening was to be Jang Jae Song,
but as he didn’t turn up, the club needed a volunteer and the excellent
Golo stepped forward.
The Hares were called up and looked very pleased with themselves as it
would not be an automatic fine run, and the pack unanimously said ‘Good
Run’, so no more craziness until another 3 years’ time.
On Cash had a long list of names as we’re into a new quarter, but he did
have some good news in the form of patches for Daniel Ngiam (25 years),
Jaymond Toh and Ah Meng (10 years), and Lim Kin Hai and Mathew Lee
(5 years). Congratulations.
Mathew Lee was then congratulated for winning the bid for the HangYang
HHH to host the next Pan Asia Hash. With the help of Opera and Pang
Wai, it will sure turn out to be a great event.
Blow Job Kang and Soh Bee were seen to cancel their one case of beer
fine for lack of Bomoh duties – thanks, the club appreciates it.

The Guests and Visitors were up next with one gweiloh being addressed
as CCB, one as Tight… and a contingent of Koreans: Jang, and Chong (I
think). They all got a good song and a beer and seemed happy to have
come, especially the Koreans who went with the walkers.
The Bomoh was none other than Playboy Choo who is not one to be
messed with. However, as he’d only been given 10 minutes notice by Ah
Mun (next week’s Hare), he started off with a terrible faux pas: he said
“Lad**s and Gentlemen”, which quickly brought a beer to lips from the
Butler. The he got into his stride and got Mathew Opera and the rest of
the Koreans for showing off by getting the winning bid for Pan Asia Hash;
Billy NoHair for only wearing a belt(?); Ah Kah for calling On On, but was
really lost himself – excellent charge. He then got Mountain Goat, Ah
Meng and Ah Kah again for calling the wrong way. Shortcutters were also
picked on, and finally he tried to locate the member who left his chair at
the run site last week. No-one stepped forward so PB Choo has it in case
you want it back. He quite took a liking to it, so you probably need to get
another. Then off to the restaurant we went.
Restaurant Jeluk (or something like that) was booked; better known as
the Fat Lady restaurant (but she no longer works there); or known as
Kajang Prison Restaurant (by some of the gweilohs). The food was
excellent and well-ordered with 6 or 7 steaming dishes. The Hare very
generously also made it a free on on and so got the Terima Kasih song
from a grateful pack. Great food, great company: what more could you
want on a Monday night.

